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Abstract. This article is devoted to the problem of professional competence formation of future teachers in today’s dynamic educational environment that actively develops. In the article the multifaceted definition of “competence” is emphasized, the algorithm of personality formation of competent professionals is outlined, basic types of training are selected, that lay the foundation of professionalism, pedagogical conditions of readiness of teachers to work with gifted students are generalized.
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At the present stage of development of society and the formation of educational environment there is necessity of qualitatively new teacher training which would allow to combine fundamental professional base knowledge with innovation thinking and practice-oriented researching approach to solving of educational problems. Social and economic changes taking place in the social development of Ukraine make new demands on education to ensure the establishment of a democratic society, and adapting the educational system to the standards of European educational environment.

Professional competence as a quality of a personality has been forming throughout life. Initial professional knowledge, skills, values are founded in school age. Entering a higher education institution, applicants have different levels of knowledge, life experience, values. The task of the university is to prepare highly qualified specialists in the chosen field of profession.

The essence of professional competence is to build on the basis of general education of professionally important for the individual and society qualities that will more fully realize themselves in certain types of work.

The essence of the concept of “competence” integrates a number of definitions of various researchers. For example, N. Bahramova [4] believes that the ability, based on knowledge, education and life experiences, values and aptitudes that can effectively solve problems and tasks arising in real situations of everyday life. According to John Ravenna the competence is a specific capability that is necessary for effective implementation of specific actions in a particular subject area and includes highly specialized knowledge, specific subject skills, and ways of thinking and understanding of responsibility for their actions. [17]. A. Slastenin considers the competence as an integrated de-
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scription of business and personal qualities of specialist, reflecting not only the knowledge, skills and experience, but social and moral position of the individual [19].

Recently, widespread in terms of scientific debate is the issue of renewal of training future teachers. The school is responsible to society for the quality of graduate education because the level of general education is the basis of common human culture, style of thinking, worldview and spiritual development. In this context, the researchers raise the problem, what is the need-based updates, and take as a basis the contradiction between the increasing demands of society for the individual and the professional competence of teachers and insufficient level of his practical training, personal and technological focus of its activities. Teacher’s competence depends largely on practical training. In addition, the teacher’s activities in practice should not be directed to a simple transfer of knowledge and the personal development of the child and focus on the needs of the modern school.

Becoming of competent education during the high school training is carried out in accordance with the trajectory of professional and methodological development: information (formation basic knowledge), \(\rightarrow\) training (working out of activities ways at practical lessons in methods) \(\rightarrow\) practice (pedagogical and educational practice, training course and qualification work) \(\rightarrow\) professional self-development based on innovation and information skills. The outlined trajectory points out movement from knowledge to skills and then to scope and competence. Among the knowledge and experience that are formed in achieving individual competence, skills of self-education, critical thinking, self-study, self-organization and self-control, work in a team, the ability to predict the results and consequences of different solutions, find, formulate and solve the problem. Basic knowledge and skills at each level are complemented by meaningful variable component, with each student the individual content of this component.

M. Zyazyun notes that important heritage education of the twentieth century is the triumph of individuality. This means the rise of individual responsibility, that the rise of the cultural level of the individual and the professional [23]. On these grounds the attention is focused on pedagogical knowledge in the training of future teachers.

The essence of the changes taking place today in modern higher education is due to the transfer of science and higher education institutions on the path of market development. High School is to offer the market a model of teacher, it waits, not one that was constantly trained for decades. Therefore, the efforts of lecturers should be directed at upgrading of teacher’s training, conversion training on cognitive principle-centered basis, the formation of a competent teacher.

The emphasis should be directed to the substantial components of the training: personal and humanitarian organization; systemic vision of the results of educational activities; psycho-pedagogical diagnosis; formation of reflective and communicative culture; mastering the technique of creative work and innovation; development of organizational capabilities and management of the educational process. In the learning process priority should be independent and individual work of students. [18].
There currently is an abundant knowledge-base to inform us that in schools teachers play the critical role in student learning and achievement. Research reveals that how teachers instruct and these interactions with students is the cornerstone around which to build effective schools. A summary of the available studies accumulated over the past 40 years on a key education driver, teacher competencies offers practical strategies, practices, and rules to guide teachers in ways to improve instruction that improves student performance and the quality of the work experience. Four groupings of these competencies can help organize and simply for teachers what they need to master to maximize their performance: classroom management, instructional delivery, formative assessment, and personal competencies. These four categories also provide the essential core around which decision makers can construct teacher preparation, teacher hiring, teacher development, and teacher and school evaluations.

According to the Law of Ukraine “On Education”, the Law of Ukraine “On General Secondary Education” the National Doctrine of Education, the State Program “Teacher”, the leading position is that the teachers should engage in self-improvement and self-educational activities to improve their level of professional skill. However, the transition to a new educational paradigm should not be limited to a simple increasing in the length of training courses or education. It is essentially about achieving other goals of education, which is to achieve a new level of education of the individual and society as a whole. It should be noted that the new paradigm does not cancel the previous one, it seemed to absorb the usual priorities and declares a higher quality of education.

To base on studying of local researchers, teachers and trainers we outline algorithm of personality formation of competent professionals in the pedagogical university:

- **the first step** is awareness of career choices, learning pedagogical axioms and acquisition of basic professional skills, consolidating of key competencies that are necessary for further learning and self-improvement;
- **the second stage** is gaining a wide range of pedagogical knowledge, forming worldview, acquiring professional skills and the basics of pedagogical skills;
- **the third stage** is the development of analytical skills system, the choice of methodological guidelines, the implementation of pedagogical skills;
- **the fourth stage** is the development of pedagogical creativity on the basis of self-identity, which is based on acquired knowledge and experience, and professional skills develop to intuitive and empathive level [16].

An important factor throughout each stage is the organization of continuity and relationship between all curriculum disciplines for teacher’s training. In addition, the study of each discipline should be focused on the area of maximum personal professional development.

According to the requirements of modern education are distinguished basic types of training that should lay the foundation of professionalism:

- methodological (implementation of general approaches to the process of professional development, development of methods and technologies);
- psychological (the creation of a system to preserve the mental health of the educational process, the development of communication skills, relationships correction);
• pedagogical (mastering of technology, built on the idea of social responsibility, identifying interests and inclusion in relevant activities);
• didactical (knowledge of the theoretical foundations of modern lessons; the ability to select a set of teaching methods, using of innovative educational technologies, the ability to organize their activities and to adequately evaluate the results of these activities);
• methodical (mastering of content planning, using of ICT, innovative activities);
• managerial (mastering of lessons planning, organizing of own activities and training subjects, monitoring and diagnostics of educational achievements, analysis of results);
• valeological (organization of personal-centered learning based on individual characteristics of students, diagnosis of individual health, implementation of remedial and rehabilitation measures for the preservation and strengthening of health, creating comfortable conditions for the participants of the educational process).

A separate important part of the educational program for professional training of pedagogical universities students is a teaching practice. Organization of students practice at all stages of education should be directed on ensuring of the continuity and succession for mastering the elements of professional activity.

Among the qualitative indicators in the training of future teachers much attention should be paid to the development of this criteria professionalism of the teacher as the abnotivity level, which is a comprehensive ability of the teacher to adequate perception, comprehension and understanding of the creative student or the student’s ability to notice a child’s talent and ability to provide it with the necessary psychological and pedagogical support [25]. So important pedagogical conditions of teachers training to work with gifted students should be:

• creativity, pedagogical skills of teachers who determine the effectiveness of their interaction with the students in developing their creative abilities;
• personal-centered approach to students training, which involves the formation of the whole person of the future teacher, taking into account the characteristics of individual development;
• availability in the content of educational subjects the material for training of creative teachers (creative tasks, work in the Internet, methods of field studies and experiments in the laboratory, training to take part in various competitions, Olympiads, methods of application of new technologies, etc.);
• didactic support the learning process (author manuals, video lessons, test authoring program);
• creating an atmosphere of partnership between students and teachers, provided by using of interactive learning technologies;
• introduction to the educational process researching problem and searching experimental teaching methods, which involve raising the creative activity of students;
• using of modern e-learning (electronic textbooks, reference books, encyclopedias, educational software, tests and books of problems) that increase interest in gaining knowledge [13].

Taking into consideration theoretical aspects of the teachers training to work with gifted children methodological principles of training, consisting in directing the educational process of high school the development of creative activity of students and use in the classroom methods of active learning (interactive, information, research) are determined [8].

The teacher always acts in specific situations, so important in the days of training in higher educational establishments to teach students to see the situation, analyze it, provide key ideas underlying the search for its solution, and develop design schemes and options for practical solutions. In such an approach activities such as teaching of pieces lesson, modeling elements of educational projects, solving educational problems, business games, auctions pedagogical ideas and teaching talent contests, contests of improvisation that are part of the total educational technology of formation of professional competence of future teachers are oriented [7].

Research confirms this common perception of a link and reveals that of all factors under the control of a school, teachers are the most powerful influence on student success [3,15]. What separates effective teachers from ineffective ones, and how can this information be used to support better teaching? We can now begin to build a profile of exemplary classroom instruction derived from effectiveness research [21,9].

Which competencies make the biggest difference? An examination of the research on education practices that make a difference shows that four classes of competencies yield the greatest results.

1) Instructional delivery
2) Classroom management
3) Formative assessment
4) Personal competencies (soft skills)

Further, the research indicates that these competencies can be used to organize the numerous specific skills and knowledge available for building effective teacher development.

Instructional delivery: Research tells us what can be expected from a teacher employing instructional strategies and practices that are proven to lead to increased mastery of lessons. Better learning happens in a dynamic setting in which teachers offer explicit active instruction than in situations in which teachers do not actively guide instruction and instead turn control over content and pace of instruction to students [9].

Is there a diverse set of practices that teachers can efficiently and effectively use to increase mastery of content for a variety of curricula? The structured and systematic approach of explicit instruction emphasizes mastery of the lesson to ensure that students understand what has been taught, become fluent in new material, and can generalize what they learn to novel situations they encounter in the future.

The following are hallmarks of an explicit approach for teachers [1, 11].
1) Teacher selects the learning area to be taught.
2) Teacher sets criteria for success.
3) Teacher informs students of criteria ahead of the lesson.
4) Teacher demonstrates to the students successful use of the knowledge/skills through modeling.
5) Teacher evaluates student acquisition.
6) Teacher provides remedial opportunities for acquiring the knowledge/skills, if necessary.
7) Teacher provides closure at the end of the lesson.

A common complaint of an explicit instruction approach is that it does not offer sufficient opportunities for students to build on acquired knowledge/skills in creative and novel ways that help them to assimilate the material. The reality is that all effective instruction, regardless of philosophy, must aid students in generalizing newly taught knowledge/skills in a context that is greater than a single lesson. An explicit model accomplishes the goal of building toward “big ideas” by first emphasizing mastery of foundation skills such as reading and mathematics, and then systematically introducing opportunities to integrate these critical skills in discovery-based lessons to maximize students’ experience of success.

Effective explicit instruction practices include these features.

Well-designed and planned instruction: Instruction that is well planned moves students from their current level of competency toward explicit criteria for success.

- Instructional design with clear instructional objectives: The teacher should present these objectives to students for each lesson.
- Scope and sequencing: The teacher should teach the range of related skills and the order in which they should be learned.
• Instruction that offers sufficient opportunities for successful acquisition:
  - High rates of responding for each student to practice the skill: The teacher should provide sufficient opportunities for unpunished errors and ample reinforcement for success.
  - Sufficient quantity of instruction: The teacher should allocate enough time to teach a topic.

Teaching to mastery: Students need to learn the knowledge/skills to criteria that are verified by teachers or students’ peers. Teaching foundation knowledge/skills that become the basis for teaching big ideas: Current lessons should be built on past knowledge to increase fluency and maintain mastery of material. The teacher should relate lessons to complex issues and big ideas that provide deeper meaning and give students better understanding of the content.
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Classroom management: Classroom management is one of the most persistent areas of concern voiced by school administrators, the public, and teachers [24]. Research consistently places classroom management among the top five issues that affect student achievement.
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To put its in perspective, classroom management was associated with an increase of 20% in student achievement when classroom rules and procedures were applied systematically [9].

A good body of research highlights four important areas that classroom teachers should be proficient in to create a climate that maximizes learning and induces a positive mood and tone.

1) Rules and procedures: Effective rules and procedures identify expectations and appropriate behavior for students. To be effective, these practices must be observable and measurable.

   • Schoolwide rules and procedures: Clearly stated rules identify, define, and operationalize acceptable behavior specific to a school. These rules, applicable to all students, are designed to build pro-social behavior and reduce problem behavior in a school. They distinguish appropriate from problem behavior as well as specify consequences for infractions.

   • Classroom rules and procedures: Another set of clearly stated rules establishes acceptable behavior specific in a classroom. These rules need to be consistent with schoolwide rules, but may be unique to meet the needs of an individual classroom.

2) Proactive classroom management: These are the practices that teachers and administrators can employ to teach and build acceptable behavior that is positive and helpful, promotes social acceptance, and leads to greater success in school. The key to proactive classroom management is active teacher supervision. The practice elements that constitute active supervision require staff to observe and interact with students regularly. The goal is to build a positive teacher-student relationship by providing timely and frequent positive feedback for appropriate behavior, and to swiftly and consistently respond to inappropriate behaviors.

3) Effective classroom instruction: The key to maintaining a desirable classroom climate is to provide students with quality instructional delivery aligned to the skill level of each student. This enables students to experience success and keeps them attentive.

4) Behavior reduction: These practices, designed to reduce problem and unacceptable behavior, are employed in the event the first three strategies fail. Behavior reduction strategies include giving students corrective feedback at the time of an infraction, minimizing reinforcement of a student’s unacceptable behavior, and guiding students in how to behave appropriately.

Formative assessment: Effective ongoing assessment, referred to in education literature as formative assessment and progress monitoring, is indispensable in promoting teacher and student success. It is frequently listed at the top of interventions for school improvement [20].

Feedback, a core component of formative assessment, is recognized as an essential tool for improving performance in sports, business, and education. [9]. identified feedback as the single most powerful educational tool available for improving student performance, with a medium to large effect size ranging from 0.66 to 0.94.
Formative assessment consists of a range of formal and informal diagnostic testing procedures, conducted by teachers throughout the learning process, for modifying teaching and adapting activities to improve student attainment. Systemic interventions such as Response to Intervention (RtI) and Data-Based Decision Making depend heavily on the use of formative assessment [9,14].

The following are the practice elements of formative assessment [6]. Assessment: (Effect size 0.26) Assessing a student’s performance throughout a lesson offers a teacher insight into who is succeeding and who is falling behind. It is important that teachers collect and maintain data gained through both informal and formal assessments.

1) Data display: (Effect size 0.70) Displaying the data in the form of a graphic has a surprisingly powerful effect on formative assessment’s usefulness as a tool.

2) Data analysis following defined rules: (Effect size 0.90) Formative assessment is most valuable when teachers use evidence-based research and their own professional judgment to develop specific remedial interventions, before it is too late, for those falling behind.

Personable competencies (soft skills): An inspiring teacher can affect students profoundly by stimulating their interest in learning. It is equally true that most students have encountered teachers who were uninspiring and for whom they performed poorly. Unfortunately, effective and ineffective teachers have no readily discernable personality differences. Some of the very best teachers are affable, but many ineffective instructors can be personable and caring. Conversely, some of the best teachers appear as stern taskmasters, but whose influence is enormous in motivating students to accomplish things they never thought possible.

What soft skills do successful teachers have in common? Typically, the finest teachers display enthusiasm and excitement for the subjects they teach. More than just generating excitement, they provide a road map for students to reach the goals set before them. The best teachers are proficient in the technical competencies of teaching: instructional delivery, formative assessment, and
classroom management. Equally significant, they are fluent in a multilayered set of social skills that students recognize and respond to, which leads to greater learning [2]. These skills must be defined as clear behaviors that teachers can master for use in classrooms.

Indispensable soft skills include:

1) Establishing high but achievable expectations
2) Encouraging a love for learning
3) Listening to others
4) Being flexible and capable of adjusting to novel situations
5) Showing empathy
6) Being culturally sensitive
7) Embedding and encouraging higher order thinking along with teaching foundation skills
8) Having a positive regard for students

What does research tell us about personal competencies? Quantitative studies provide an overall range of effect sizes from 0.72 to 0.87 for effective teacher-student relations. Better teacher-student relations promote increased student academic performance and improve classroom climate by reducing disruptive student behavior [22,20].

Thus, we can state that the formation of teacher’s professional competence in the pedagogical universities becomes more innovative direction. This is shown by researchers focusing on personality-oriented and systematic approach to training (which is the main characteristic features of general competence approach in education), on the basis of scientific, sequence integrity, independence and activity in teaching. It should be noted the presence of researchers’ creation for the improvement of organizational and pedagogical conditions of future teachers training, including: using of new forms, meth-
ods, tools, educational technology, and new semantic filling material. However, many components are considered separately, independently of each other, which can not guarantee efficient as a result of formation of modern teacher’s professional competence. So there is a need for a coherent, logical, structural and functional system that would integrate all components into a single process for gaining by students, professional competence of teachers.
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